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Eastern Illinois University, Charleston

Employee
charged over
missing money
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$14,630 in cash missing
over two year period
BY MICHAEL SCHROEDER
CITY REPORTER

Binge drinking is defined as having
five or more consecutive drinks for
men (four for women). Eric Davidson,
associate director of health
education, said Eastern falls into a
high-risk drinking category, which
means students are putting
themselves at risk, but not as much
risk as binge drinkers.
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A DRINK TOO FAR
Students who drink heavily more likely to fail
BY BIANCA SISSON
STAFF WRITER

Though some college campuses may
face concerns with student binge drinking, Eastern does not.
Eastern students, as well as most
Illinois college students, drink four or
less drinks a week, said Eric Davidson,
the associate director of health education
resources and a representative for
SONOR, a student led marketing,

advertising and public relations group
designed to provide correct student-use
data on drinking.
Binge drinking is defined as having
five or more drinks in a row for men and
four or more in a row for women. The
terms excessive drinking and binge
drinking are almost used synonymously.
Davidson said every college has problems with high-risk drinking but not
necessarily binge drinking.
Eastern falls into the category of a

high-risk drinking school, which means
students aren’t drinking as much as binge
drinkers, but they are putting themselves
at risk with the amounts they do drink,
Davidson said.
The risks associated with high-risk and
binge drinking are a lower grade point
average, hangovers, an increased chance of
being victimized and unintended sexual
SEE

DRINK
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Teresa Carpenter has been charged by the State of Illinois with
allegedly stealing $14,630 in cash from Eastern over a period of
two years.
The State of Illinois charged Carpenter, who was employed by
the university as a staff clerk in the telecommunications office,
with taking the money between July 26, 2001 and Sept. 29, 2003.
According to Assistant State’s Attorney, John E. Longwell,
Carpenter had access to student money and is charged with taking
it over the time period.
According to the web site of Coles County Circuit Clerk Vicki
Kirkpatrick, Carpenter’s charge is a class II felony.
Vicki Woodard, Eastern’s director of media relations, said “last
fall, Eastern discovered funds missing from telecommunications,
and auditors were brought in.”
She said the investigation was then given to the University
Police, who passed it to state police for further investigation.
Woodard refused to comment any further on the situation.
Clay Hopkins, director of telecommunications, would not
comment on the pending case, and University Police Chief Adam
Due said because of the investigation he could not say anything
except that charges had been filed.
Carpenter, whose current employment status would not be confirmed by the university, could not be reached for comment
Tuesday. A hearing date for Carpenter has not been set.
The telecommunications office was at the time of the thefts in
the back University Police Station and is now located in the
Student Services building.They are responsible for on-campus
phone related services for both the students and administration
along with handling the university’s panther cards.
EDITOR IN CHIEF MATT MEINHEIT CONTRIBUTED TO THIS REPORT.

Black Student Union encourages students to vote
BY JULIA BOURQUE
CAMPUS EDITOR

Eastern’s Black Student Union is
hosting its “Welcome Back Week” and
is hoping to, among other things,
encourage all students to vote.
“(Encouraging voting) is our service
to the school,” said Black Student
Union President Jeff Collier. “Giving
students the opportunity to register
down at school just makes it more convenient for them; this way they don’t
have to use an absentee ballot.”
As of noon Tuesday, Collier said 15
students had registered to vote. The
deadline for registration is Oct. 5, and
Collier said he hopes this week’s number of voters will be the beginning to
many more.
“We’ll push for any voter registration
on campus,” Collier said. “If anyone

Welcome Back Week
◆ Thursday: 8 p.m. Cosmic
Bowling in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
◆ Friday: 5 p.m. “Who Got
Game?” Basketball Series at the
Taylor Hall basketball courts;
there will be a party following
the tournament.
◆ Saturday: Noon Campus
Picnic Barbecue in Greek
court-circle court.

wants to get a table together, BSU will
be there to help if they want us to.”
Voter registration will continue
through Thursday, and tables will be set
up at noon Wednesday in the South
Quad during Pantherpalooza and 10

a.m. Thursday in the Taylor Hall front
lobby. Both tables will be up until 4 p.m.
“I registered because it’s very important to vote,” Karla Dodsen, a sophomore undecided major, said. “Voting is
the only way people are heard; every
vote does count.”
Collier said the Black Student
Union came up with the idea to add a
voter registration table to “Welcome
Back Week” simply because of voting’s
importance and today’s voting rights.
“As a minority, I look at voting differently,” Collier said. “I look back in
history when we were pretty much
putting our lives on the line to vote,
and see today where we can put up a
table and encourage everyone to vote; I
don’t see why we shouldn’t encourage
it.”

J OSH

REELEY / THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Nikki Hudson, senior marketing major, hands off a sheet to Candice Cousins,
junior health studies major, Tuesday while at Taylor Hall for a Black Student
Union voter registration drive.
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AROUND
ILLINOIS
CAMPUSES
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

Business school to have
Latin America programs
Miami, the Florida city known for its beaches, soon
also will boast a branch of Northwestern's business
school.
The Kellogg Graduate School of Management will
expand its business programs into Latin America when
the school opens its Miami school to MBA students in
fall 2005.
Students will be able to enroll in the two-year executive MBA program, aimed at mid- and senior-level
business managers, in October 2005. The Latin
America program will differ from Kellogg's other executive MBA programs only in its electives, which will
focus largely on business in Latin America.
"This is really an effort to complete the puzzle," said
Julie Cisek Jones, assistant dean and director of
Kellogg's executive MBA programs. "Kellogg already
has a presence in Europe, the Middle East and Asia -this is an opportunity to connect the dots."
Kellogg designed the Latin America program to allow
students to obtain a masters while keeping their fulltime employment. Cisek Jones said because the school
couldn't expect these students to "move to Miami for
two years," it instead will require participants to attend
class approximately once a month.
READ MORE AT WWW. DAILYNORTHWESTERN . COM

J OSH

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

New public health
degree offered
SIUC has newly adopted a new public health master's degree program in community health education,
making it the first university in the state to offer such a
degree.
The new program makes SIUC one of 17 universities, without Schools of Public Health, offering an
accredited master's program.
David Birch, department chair of Health Education
and Recreation, said discussion to bring the program to
SIUC began in 2001. The department faculty unanimously voted to develop the program in 2002.
Bart Hammig, assistant professor of health education, said the first thing on the department's agenda is
to become accredited by the Council on Education for
Public Health.
To become accredited, the program will undergo
evaluations, and the council will visit the campus to
make sure the program is following its standards. Birch
said it is important for the University to become accredited, both for graduates seeking jobs and for recruiting
prospective students.

REELEY /THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Kevin Whitlock, a senior speech communication major, gives blood Tuesday afternoon in Andrews Hall basement.

WTF?
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. - Monroe County Coroner David Toumey was hospitalized with a leg wound after accidentally shooting himself while trying to demonstrate gun safety.
Toumey told The Herald-Times for a story published Saturday that he was demonstrating gun safety to some people at a Lake Monroe boat ramp
about 11 p.m. Wednesday when he accidentally shot himself. He said that as he checked to make sure his weapon was unloaded, the gun discharged, and a bullet struck him in his left leg.
"It's an unfortunate accident," Toumey said. "I've always been very, very safe."
He was taken to Bloomington Hospital and later transferred to Methodist Hospital in Indianapolis. Toumey said he was scheduled to have surgery
Saturday and expects to be in the hospital from three to five days.

THIS WEEK’S ONLINE POLL
This week we ask our readers what they think about the problems they have experienced with the new computer
network at Eastern.
A) I haven’t had any problems with the network. I only use my computer for writing papers and playing solitaire.
B) I can’t get the latest Strong Bad e-mail. My life is in shambles.
C) What am I supposed to do with my insatiable desire to kill if I can’t play Battlefield 1942 with my fellow nerds from
around the country. Maybe I’ll actually have to brave the daylight and go to class.
D) Whatever happened to last week’s online pole. I couldn’t vote because the network was down.

READ MORE AT WWW. DAILYEGYPTIAN . COM

WORD
DU JOUR
booty
1. a spoil taken
from an enemy in
war; plunder; pillage
2. something that is
seized by violence
and robbery

VOTE @ WWW.THEDAILYEASTERNNEWS.COM

The Daily Eastern News is produced by the
students of Eastern Illinois University. It is
published daily Monday through Friday, in
Charleston, Ill., during fall and spring
semesters and twice weekly during the
summer term except during school vacations or examinations. Subscription price:
$50 per semester, $30 for summer, $95 all
year. The Daily Eastern News is a member
of The Associated Press, which is entitled to
exclusive use of all articles appearing in
this paper.

HAVE A SUGGESTION?
If you have any suggestions or ideas
for articles you would like to see in
The Daily Eastern News, feel free to
contact us at 581-2812 or by e-mail
mmeinheit@yahoo.com.

FIND A MISTAKE?
Let us know if you find a factual
error in The News so we can provide
the correct information to other readers. Contact the editor at 581-2812 or
mmeinheit@yahoo.com.
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Evaluation for administrators now available
BY JENNIFER PERYAM
ADMINISTRATION EDITOR

Faculty members will now have a way of evaluating the performance of their bosses, thanks to
the Faculty Senate.
Faculty Senate Chair
David Carpenter said the
new evaluation process,
which was passed Tuesday,
will allow faculty members to
evaluate their department
chairs as well as other administrators’
performances
DAVID CARPENTER,
within their department.
FACULTY SENATE
Introduced last semester by
CHAIR
Senate Member Bud
Fischer, the proposal remained on the senate’s
agenda until Tuesday when it was passed. The
evaluations will remain confidential.
The senate also approved an academic calendar for 2006-2007, which finalizes the dates for
registration, breaks, finals and graduation.
“The new calendar is assembled by a formula

“We need to start thinking about what we want our
university to look like in five years. Enrollment has gone up and
we need to understand how to handle this growth.”
BUD FISCHER, SENATE MEMBER

and dates were adjusted to incorporate intercession,” said Blair Lord, provost and vice president
for academic affairs. “The new calendar is consistent with how we have been creating past academic calendars.”
Eastern’s vision of itself and an academic
atmosphere on campus were discussed.
“We need to start thinking about what we
want our university to look like in five years.
Enrollment has gone up and we need to understand how to handle this growth,” Fischer said.
Eastern received more than 10,600 applications this year and the goal was to enroll 3,000
new students, Lord said.
“I project that we will stay in the 11,000 range
or smaller in enrollment and start graduating

larger classes, but need to anticipate those outgoing students and replace them with incoming
students,” Lord said.
“We need to see what we want our incoming class to look like and figure out if we have
the resources for these students,” Fischer said.
Lord said this is one of the first years that
admissions has had so many applications to
choose from, creating a more selective acceptance process. In the past, Eastern has accepted applicants who met minimum requirements, but is now being more selective, Lord
said.
“Eastern has the second highest ACT rate
in the state compared to University of Illinois
with 40 percent of our students as transfer

students this year,” Lord said. Eastern has
been known as a transfer-friendly university
and the percentage of
transfer students this year
has reflected that.
An academic atmosphere
on Eastern’s campus was
also discussed.
Faculty members felt the
community could help in
establishing a more diverse BLAIR LORD, VICE
PRESIDENT FOR
campus at Eastern.
“We need to put ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
pressure on the community to engage in establishing diversity and get to know our community leaders,” Fischer said. “The answer to creating power is to create change.” Earlier
this month, Gov. Rod Blagojevich
passed legislation to create more diversity in the classroom by hiring a diverse
faculty.
The Faculty Senate meets Tuesdays at 2 p.m.
in Booth Library Conference Room 4440.

Special Olympics gives students chance to serve community
BY JENNIFER PERYAM
ADMINISTRATION EDITOR

Students may be able to take advantage of
volunteer opportunities now that President
Lou Hencken has addressed a possible service
option for students.
“Education is more than sitting in a classroom, it is learning to live and work with those
who are different than us by serving others,”
Hencken said. A service component would
allow students to volunteer their time if they
chose to be a part of service projects. The component would have to be approved by the
Council on Academic Affairs and Hencken
said students would not necessarily be required
to do volunteer work to graduate. Hencken
said there are some students at Eastern who
want to volunteer, but do not know what needs
to be done or how to get started.

Hencken cited service projects that have
already been done at Eastern, such as
Panther Service Day and the Special
Olympics Fun Festival and wanted to
encourage students to consider participating in community service.
Hencken got the idea for implementing a
service component into Eastern’s curriculum
after he talked with former Student Body
President Caleb Judy. Judy volunteered for
Panther Service Day last April and told
Hencken he enjoyed the experience.
Panther Service Day was a volunteer service
project in which Eastern students painted
houses in the Charleston and Mattoon area.
The event had 150 volunteers from Eastern
and students who volunteered had an opportunity to paint houses and clean yards.
“There is a definite presence of service being
done by students on Eastern’s campus,”

Hencken said.
The Special Olympics Fun Festival will be
held this month and will offer students a
chance to volunteer.
“It is a powerful thing to pull your car into
the festival and see Eastern’s students cars in the
parking lot ready to serve,” Hencken said. “The
event would be exceedingly difficult without
these volunteers.”
The festival is a yearly event that Eastern
has been involved in since 1983. Students are
matched up for a day with a person who has
disabilities and is awarded a certificate for
their participation. Games, face painting and
food are all a part of the festival sponsored by
Consolidated Communications. Students not
only receive course credit for volunteering for
the event, but satisfaction in helping those
with disabilities.
“This event is great because every year I hear

Eastern students say that they got more out of
it than they gave,” said Kathlene Shank,
Eastern volunteer coordinator for the event.
Shank said there were 700 volunteers for the
event last year and she expects the same this
year.
Special education, elementary education and
teacher certificate majors are required to complete volunteer service hours for their degree
and participating in this festival meets those
requirements, Shank said.
“Volunteering for this event is a once in a life
time experience, knowing that I made someone’s day,” Kennedy Allen, a senior special education major, said. This year the festival will be
held from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. Sept. 18 at Lakeland
College.
“Volunteering gives students an opportunity
to fully appreciate what they have and help
those who are less fortunate,” Hencken said.

City approves homecoming street closures, rejects bids
BY JESSICA YOUNGS
CITY EDITOR

The Charleston City Council met Tuesday
night for the first time since resumption to
approve an agenda for the month and discuss
matters of importance affecting the Council.
A resolution authorizing the closure of city
streets for the annual Eastern Homecoming
Parade was approved and the waiting period was
waived. The parade is to be held on the 16th of

October and would be closing southbound traffic and parking on several city streets from
Seventh Street to the Square and back to Lincoln
Avenue.
Mayor Dan Cougill said the street closures are
necessary for not only the parade, but also for
float and general preparations.
The city is also working on a plan for curtailing the often rowdy parade crowd with security
measures, Cougill said.
Due to the homecoming parade, another

University Union
Hair Salon
Open House

September 9, 2004 7:30pm-9:30pm
Register to Win Gift Basket
Located in the Lower Level, West Wing of
The Martin Luther King, Jr. University Union

street closure was approved for Charleston High
School’s October 7th festivities.
The council rejected two bids Tuesday for
consideration in the future. One was for the
removal and replacement of sidewalks on
Roosevelt, Edgar and Jefferson Avenues and the
other for new laser stoplights.
“We are the guinea pig (for the lights),”
Public Works Director Curt Buescher, said. “We
are the first municipality ... (which) has taken
off. We’re the first out of the shoot.”

The city rejected the bids for the lights from the
Illinois, Texas and California bidders because they
are attempting to conform with the Illinois
Department of Transportation standards and at the
same time falling short of the needs of the city.
In addition to the bids and street closures, the
council considered, passed and placed on file for
public view, eight ordinances amending and
updating building standards, something Cougill
said the city does every three to four years to
update itself with international codes.

DVD
MOVIE
RENTAL
$1.98 Rentals OR
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$AVE $
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EDITORIAL CARTOON BY DEREK SCHUSSELE

Criticism of Kerry’s
service record
skirts the issues

KYLE
RANEY
POLITICAL SCIENCE
GRADUATE STUDENT

Raney is a guest
columnist for
The Daily Eastern
News.

As children most of us were inclined to hear
the phrase by our parents that we must be careful what we ask for because we might get our
wish. Apparently, John Kerry must have missed
this lesson when growing up. The criticisms
sprouting from the Kerry camp about the “Swift
Vets for Truth,” a 527 organization strongly
opposed and critical of Kerry’s war record, are
almost laughable. Here we see another hypocritical stance taken by the Kerry campaign, but this
time it will not be easy to get out of. Many
democrats and some republicans (more precisely,
John McCain) have called for President George
W. Bush to speak out against the ads being
released by the Swift Vets that call into question
Kerry’s war record. You might find the ads
unfair, but considering Kerry is “reporting for
duty,” or at least that’s what he claimed at the
Democratic National Convention, I have a feeling he might later have wished he would have
rephrased his opinion, and I wouldn’t be surprised if the speech writer has been fired by now.
These accusations should not be a surprise.
Kerry essentially opened the flood gates for criticism since he insists on running
on a platform that is centered
around his four months of service
in Vietnam.
President George W. Bush has
come out and said that Kerry
served admirably and saluted him
for his contribution to the armed
forces. What more can you ask
for? Of course I don’t remember,
though I could be wrong, John
Kerry denouncing many of the
moveon.org references of Bush
being the next Hitler. Kerry
claims he did not advocate them,
but never has he outright taken
the position against such ads. Bush should realized that he will never be able to do enough in
the eyes of the democrats, so why even bother?
I personally think the ads ran by former
Vietnam veterans are more of a distraction than
anything, but they still have first amendment
rights and certainly have earned the right to
speak out about their concern of Kerry’s war
record. This is another example of when politicians pick and choose who is allowed freedom of
speech, as long as it’s politically correct and not
considered a threat in their eyes.
This situation is almost as asinine as The
Dixie Chicks complaining that their first
amendment rights were violated when they
spoke out against the president and watched
their record sales plummet. Wise up, America,
and see the contradictions happening from both
sides of the aisle. As for Kerry, he chooses to run
on his war record and not his plans for the
future. I’m not just picking on Kerry; Bush is
using 9/11 to his advantage in the same type of
format. Both candidates should get to the
issues, forget the 527’s negative ads, and tell us
what they can do for us. Unfortunately, I think
the American people are still in line for more
mudslinging and hypocrisy.
Oh well, all is fair in love and politics.

“Kerry essentially
opened the flood gates
for criticism since he
insists on running on a
platform that is
centered around his
four months of
service in Vietnam. ”

“Read my lips, no new taxes!”
We all know how that turned
out.

“No new taxes.”
No flip-flop please. Don’t lie,
you’ll get heart disease.

EDITORIAL

‘Hit-Mix’ a miss for Eastern
College radio is unique in that while training
students for broadcasting careers, it can also
At issue
cater to the eclectic tastes of the college atmosWEIU Radio is
phere without excessive commercial influence. changing its
Many media conglomerates purchase multiple format from a
stations to promote commercial enterprise college genre
to ‘hit-mix’
while broadcasting generic popular music.
variety of
College radio has traditionally been a venue 1950s to
designated for “college” music, cornocoupia of current music.
what students prefer, ensured by the fact listen- Our stance
ers can call in to request songs.
This change
WEIU 88.9 FM has converted its playlist to may support
the commercial
“Hit-Mix” music from 1950s to today in order interests of the
to reach a broader community and prepare disc station, but the
former
jockeys for jobs in corporate media.
programming
“Now Eastern will have a radio that serves all has more
of Charleston,” Jeff Owens, FM director at integrity than
WEIU. Recognizable music will provide a for- corporate
radio.
mat that all listeners, regardless of taste or age
can enjoy. But all commercial radio stations try
to achieve this goal in order to financially advance themselves. By targeting an audience to market their music,
along with the products and services of their advertisers,
corporate radio serves not listeners, but advertisers.

The previous format of WEIU, which included separate jazz, classical, rock, country, hip-hop
and world music shows, provided a vast array of
musical genres to the Eastern community.
Students could tune in to hear music that hadn’t
been drilled into their ears 500 times before on
other radio stations. College radio is sacred in that
its eclectic underground variety facilitates the educational mission of universities by supporting
horizon-broadening exposure to different forms
of the art that is music.
Eastern controls two other radio frequencies,
the Mix and the Odyssey, available only on AM
and online. The college music variety that was
once present on WEIU will be transferred to these
stations, Owens said. And while the 88.9 will
continue to broadcast Eastern sporting events, it
has discontinued its circulation of the hallowed
musical diversity that should be present in college
radio.

The editorial is the majority opinion of
The Daily Eastern News editorial board.

YOUR TURN: LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
REPUBLICAN PARTY
LINES BLURRED
I was appalled to read the recent
opinion by Michael Schroeder regarding (California Gov.)Schwarzenegger’s
speech to the Republican National
Convention. How could an article
that endorses Schwarzenegger’s moderate right platform also fail to mention that the moderate right is not in
control of the majority of the
Republican Party?
The fact is that even at a convention based upon “party unity” the Log
Cabin Republicans and the
Republicans for Choice groups had a
hard time getting into the main tents.

Arlen Specter, a senator from
Pennsylvania, had to be defended
from his own party for his pro-choice
position on abortion.
This is not a party of moderates. A
vote for George W. Bush is not a vote
for moderate Republican political
ideals. We have four years of radical
right politics and a systematic culling
of Republican moderates at high levels
of government to prove that. The tactics of the Bush campaign toward
John McCain, including spreading
rumors about the McCains’s adopted
child, go a long way to proving how
receptive this party -and the party’s
leader - are to moderate ideals.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters
to the editor addressing local, state, national and international issues.
They should be less than 250 words and include the authors’ name,
telephone number and address. Students should indicate their year in
school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate

This, combined with the opinion’s
lack of criticism to Schwarzenegger’s
historically inaccurate claims about
Austria, paint a picture often in line
more with the tactics of the far right
than the moderate Republican
Schroeder claims to be.
If the moderates want to take back
the Republican party, they need to
stop buying into the cover stories and
looking at the real politics of their
party leaders.
K. BROWNFIELD
SOCIOLOGY GRADUATE STUDENT

their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be printed. We reserve the right to edit letters for length.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard
Hall, Charleston IL 61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to
mmeinheit@yahoo.com.
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hdp bring mrmai.nmcnt to ampua.
All cpmmima are open. but 101DC
~ to be applied fur.
"C.Oncms. and homecoming you
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Jessia Horwitz. UB productions
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advantages _ro joining.
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Ward's dancing cxpcricncc continues ro be inspi~ by his opcricn~ in
mardUng band. He said he was drawn
to me team partly bccauac of the
opponunity fur male involvcrncnc.
"Being a put of the ram allows me
to be myself," Ward said. "(It allows
me) ro cxprm my aJcna and belief in

Among Smiles and looks of dcfcr-

rriinarion. about 30 danms soumd
and pranced With one aimmon· pl . ·~·
T~ nigfu; bcconiinr a member. ..
of F.asa:m's dance team.
•
Brittney Ya.key. president of the
E.ascan dance tcun, said she enjoys
cxpamng hmdfduougb dance.
The lmior communicadoos dilorden and ICicnca major is auaing her
fourth ,.ar on the am and enjoys

dance."
Harrison Genson. a junior political
tcima: pre-law major. said he has had

performing.
"Dmciilg makes me rm strong and
confident in ~ ~ of my lifr."
• Yalr.cy said during the audition • 7
. p.m. in the McA&ic Dance Saadio.
Team
CO:sponsor
Jeanna
McFarland said she lows taching. .
Ahr 14 years with the cam. the
said the is molt rewarded by the dedicarion of the audcna.
·1 want co gM"srudcnu the opporcunity re h.M the amc good cxpcrienc.a I had in collcee." McFarland
llid.
Co-sponsor Nancy Noaicwedc.
who. enuring her 2Scb 1a1widl the
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team. Mid the saned dancing • a
child and fd1 inco caching ar 12 years

old.
"I didn't think of it as an oa:upation, but as IOIDCdUng I had co do,"
Nonhwedt said.
•
Boch women agreed the bardr.st
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ber ofswdcna wilJ maR the CU( afiu
callbacb Thunday.
· Bnndoo Waid.. a gradUltt music
tiooal ouaidc pnctKz.
Ofthe 32 audems who came co the audcnr, ii a rawning member« cbc

K

fiYC yean of cxpcricna dancing and
cncourarP people co ICC Clancr as an
activity for m*s and fmWcs ali!'c..
"I hope to gain more rcspea from
guys." Genson said. "In my experience, there was an cwrt number of
guys and girls dancing...
Nora-Lia Malloy, a junior F.ngtish
major and~ member of
dance rram, said the most difficult
put of the cxpcricna ~ ..~
dances ar me last minutr with Ya)' lit- .
de pracuce.
...
.
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• the McA&ic Gyrnn.ium.
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Theater expansion could be done by Thanksgiving
BY EUGENIA JEFFERSON
STAFF WRITER

The Mattoon movie theater is slated
to get a makeover with new screens
and stadium seating starting this week.
The Kerasotes Theaters movie theater, Showplace 8, is expanding. It has
been nine years since it was remodeled, so now it is being expanded to
accommodate more people and
upgraded to today’s technology, Area
Manager Dale French, said.
“Basically we are bringing the theater to the state-of-the-art technology,” French said. “We are putting in
two new auditoriums and having stadium seating.”
The concession stand will be
remodeled and each of the theater’s
auditoriums will also be equipped
with new sound systems and screens.
The expansion of the movie theater
is good news to Eastern students who
frequent it.
“I think that the theater is nice, but
they need to lower student prices,”
Brenna DeFrisco, junior elementary
education major, said.
The new renovations on the movie
theater will be ready just in time for
the holidays.
“We’re shooting to open in
Thanksgiving,” French said.
The renovations will not be completely done, but the theater will continue to operate.
“I’m glad to hear they plan on
expanding and updating the set up. It
was a nice setting, but I think it would
be better after the expansion,” Jackie
Jambrone, sophomore psychology
major, said.

FAMILY WEEKEND GUIDE

C OLIN M C A ULIFFE /THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Will Boshart, a sophomore physical education major, scoops up popcorn Tuesday evening at Showplace 8 in Mattoon. The theater will be expanding in the near
future and hopefully will be completed by Thanksgiving.

st
Coming October 1

Buy a 2x5 ad in the newspaper for only $85.00!!
That is $27.50 off the usual price. You will also
receive a FREE 2x2 ad around the Family
Weekend Schedule!!

Call your friendly ad rep by
September 29th to place your
ad.
581-2816
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recnaaing the skills of prc<entwy Europe. It's
part of a living history movement,• Jeri
Matttson-Hughcs. the adviser of the organization, said.
They reenact anything from sword fights co
dancc:s from the Middle Agr:s or R.ena.iS'Sancc
time period. Every year the society goes co a big
war reenactment of the pre- 17th c.cntwy called
Pcnnsic in Pennsylvania.
lc's a large camping event and a lirtk community with people cooking over fires and wearing
garments from prc- ~7th century, Hughes said.
At the event. there's an archery competition,
music, theater performances and c.lassc:s to learn
different skills fro~ the Rcnaissancc or Middle
Ages. People at the event also sdJ jewdry,
embroidery and swords from that rime: period.
The organization is worldwide and has kingdoms in Europe, Australia and New 2'.caland as
wdJ as all C1VU the United Seu.es.
·
The group meets every othd Sunday in the
aficmoon and Thursday they will have workshops in the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
.
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to learn bow to make armor and shields. bow to
oook and ~ bow to do woodwodcing and
bow to make jewelry and poocry. said Meg
Williams. president of the society.
Iftnvcling through rime doesn't catth ~eye.
what about srudying abroad?
Anyone who is a second semcstcr ficslunan to
a graduar.e student can study abroad
"It is one of the most worthwhile options students can choose." Elyse: 4-'ons. the incc:rim
coordinator of education abroad, said. Now is
the time to be chinking about studying abroad
for next fall, 4-'ons said.
Students can go to Whales. Germany, Sweden
and France for the same amount of money it
costS to wend Eastern.
~ also has pannerships with univcrsicics
in South Africa, England. Austta1ia, lidand.
Nethcrtands, Hungary, Spain and Denmark.
"The impol'Wlt thing to know is classes arc
prc-approomi IO that they will transfer bade as
credit to EIU before they study abroad; 4'ons
said.
lbac's a myth out there that it's coo c:xpcnsivc
co study abroad, but in reality, 4-'ons said, there
arc many scholarships out there that arc spctjfi.cally for students wanting to study abroad Tue·
Web site fur scholarships is www.
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Dame ••• - in the procm d
orpniDng . . - and amdng ~ ·coaniraa. They meec t:'IU1 ~ • 6 p.m. •
c.o&eman Hall in Room 2150.
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aJ.o will be ar

Pmrhapalooa.
eiu.cdu/-edabroad/.
"They do a variety «modem jm or hif>hop
Before studying abroad there's an orientation dances througbout the~·: Moqique Cookro hdp srudcnts become familiar with what to Bey. the adviles: fur Jolie, aid. •
....
ope.ct when they arc in a different oounuy and
Lut )"21, they pc:rfurmed at the Ms. EIU
a rccnuy orientation in order ro share expcri- Fashion Show, homecximing. the IMd Srudent
cna:s when they come home, 4-'ons said.
Union's step show, Ms. Bladt PJU, the T~
If students arc incc:im.cd in studying abroad concert. and the Mr. and Ms. Adi.leUc Conmt.
they should go ro the old Hcilth ~build- · •They're looking to perform· anyWbcrc.
ing on the second floor and talk to 4-'ons.
They're pmty oontmt with pafurrn1ng here on
Students intercstc:d in politics will ha¥C a E.aaani campus." Cook-Bey aid.
chana: ro visit with the College Dcmocms ar
The dance ram j!JIC rca:ndy had uyoua but
Pan~
arc thinking about having uyoua lpin in me
Right now they arc focusing on n:giaaing spring.
_;
swdcnts to 'YOtC fur the upcoming clccriom on
Jolie praaiccs mm: days a week at me ~
the fcdcral. state and local bd on Nov. 2, said arion caner.
·
Ben Marcy. prmdmt of~ Democrats.
Pmthc!paloora is bo.ttd by Srudent .....
"We need them to come out and vocc. If Trant&r RdatioflS and the Scudmt I tadmhip
you're noc voting. you aren't part of the com.mu- Council.
nity, Marcy said.
C.ronc said it is a good opportunity fur aD)'OOC
The organization aJ.J sboM doaunc:nwics who is 00( in..uwd 00 E..aan'1 campuL
and• lwarcDl',9 walb to infunD pcop1c in the ·Being Uwolwd
)W . . . . c1 • we1
community about me 1oca1 andidaas.
rounded •nrion.• c.,. llid.
w

t3i RK EN STOl!~
*ll5Bild+Bud Lt.~
Nubuck seal
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black, white~ ·tan
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' 50~ Drafts . . .
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$~ 3pc. Walleye Dinner
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&w.lenls can.Join together to form their own
~ . · llecognized Student Organization

Dance tam Rhydun and X-cacy swud out
as a group of 6iendt who shared the ~ of
hip-hop.~ dancing and brak ~
From cbctt they found an adviser> to support and men the opportuni9' to dance.
them. Then they 6lJcd ow an appliadon in · "We provide organization and leldenbip.
the Srudent Li.fr Oftice swing their pwpoee. &eryone baa a spc:ci6c w>ice ana can cxprm
what they'd be doing. what kind of orpntta. their views and ideas through ~" Buddey
tion they were and hoW to get on the executi¥e aid. .
.
board·of the organization along with how to
Rhythm and X-acy will be at the
draft their constitution. .
•
Pmtbapalocm Wcdoaday.
AboUt rwo wceb lasa, Rhythm and X-acy
RhyduQ and ~-acy will be baviAg D')"OUll •
went before me student ~ and wm 5 p.m. Sepe. 19·-.n chc rcaaboo a:mer. Tbq
~ to become an official Recognized will alto be performing Oa. 14' at the pep nilly •
Snadcnt Organizabon ar f.astan.
and Oa. 29 u the Sup Show.
·we didn't haft a difticult ~ u all. We
Getting an ~ lflPllOWld•oo ampw ii rdgot approYed at the senate meeting,• ariw:ly cay. h's getting more people to join 8Dd
Motitrmez Buddcy, a member of Rhythm and ICaing up ti.ma where cvayooc can mccr
X~ and junior blolotPal physical tbcnpy ia the bard_put. said Taisha Milrdl. praktc:nt
major, aid.
of cbc Blldt.Gradualc Saadent A.x:iacioa.
Scaniag an ~ meam, 'You're able co an
Mikell. joecphioe Robimoa. Henry and
a group dw you can cxpcm your own Mlftina 8e¥aty arc ping the Wold out
· and
~ co cbc oommunity; ~ cbrougb lcvas and WOid of mouth.
aid.
.
Some b&c6a ofbeccming an ~on c:amln the fUcure ihey plan co IP the word OUl pua arc bdng Ible to UIC E.um'1 fdida and
oo ampt.- oa why ir ii i.mponam co YOCe in having an adviler co bdp chem out. MW
c:... llcAuwftl'IH( DlillY w.. ...
cbc upmming dcaion. Tbq - plan co -- aid.
4)
unuier at nuning boma wl ~
The Bid Gnd&mc Scudcnt A.ocilbon ia .............. _ ........... $, f~·· p Cl I
fuod pamn.. aa.,mm and X-acy anrd up bm co bcip black gndu• INdcna wodt oa
IU'OOtF CXICIUIWnity••
. . Jar and pabmed '- the 6nt time . . job de¥dopmmt and l'CIWDC 'building. Mibl
8GSA will be at the PIDlbcrpa&ooa and ...
April • a dance down bdd ar £.urn ipimt aid.
~ cbcir 6nt meeting Sepe. 23.
ocher~ .
a ~ wbcrc bl.cit gnduaae scudam
8uddey -.id they w..ad ro an a ~ can come togetba- and support each ocher,•
-we~ looking forward to Pin~.,
F the word out we're thae and ready co .....
lral1l becaasc they thought E..urn nccdcd
Milidl aid.
Mikdl aid.
more dMnity and they wanred to gi¥e women
Not only.does~ ~ ~" t
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"Charleston's Favodte Restaurant"
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Greek. life ·offers friendships, opportunities
Kyle Polanowski, prcsidenc of Delta
Chi fraternity.
To become grcdc. students mUSt go
k students walk che sid~ of through Rush Weck where students
campus wich T-shirts, hat:S, shorn and are able co meet the brochcrs and sistweatshirn sporting Greek leners, ic ters ofdiffcrc:nt houses, learn about the
reveals a popular way of getting mditions of che house and find where
they feel mosc comfol't2ble.
• imolvcd on Eastcm's campus.
At chc end of the week. each house
By. becoming grcck, srudents are
3li&e oo become part of a family away holds a bid day where the rushes are
6om home. Fraccmitics and sororities asked oo become part of the house.
The main diffcrcncc between sororpc students the opPorrunity oo meet
new people and boc:omc involved, not ity rush and franmity rush is d:w
only on cam~ but in the mmmuni-: sororities only give out bids at the end
of rush week for &ll rcauinncnt,
ty.
"I have met a Joe of di.ffcrcnc people ~ &atmiitiics can give out bids all
iDm different organiutions whom I )'CM lo.ng.
~t have met if I wasn't greck..
•By becoming greck. ~ get oo be.
lllid Alhley Fradc. president of Kappa in the middle of evcrydUng. knowing
what is going OD in the a>mmunity
Ddl:a IOrority.
Put of the responsibility of being and OD campus.• said Shanita KdJy.
gnn is rqmscrtcing the c:hapctt in a president ofZ.cu Phi Beta.
positive light by helping out the ~ . The <X>St to join a &amnicy can be
pus and mmmunity. f.acb house has around $2.000, where a sorority can
its own philanduopy, special CYCnts, CXJSt about $1,500.
Gm life doesn't just include the
such as fundniscrs for St. June Smith
Center, hdping ouc ac Special social fralmlitics and sororiticst there
otympia or "natunl ties."
are also several ~ &aicmitics
"All the houses have natural tia, awilable IO stUdents.
where, as a house, they take mentally
An example of tbac would be Tau
challenged adults out to dinner," said Bcca Sigma and. Kappa Kappa Psi,

grams are run. _ .
Phi Sigma Pi is an honors &arcmity
char sends &cncrs out to second semester srudcnts with grade point averages

IY iKllsTEN lARSlN
STAFF WRITER

'

j
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bodl band &mrnities, and Phi StgJna
I\ an honorary fimmity.
The rush process for Tau Beta
s;Sma and Kappa Kappa Psi are siniilar to dlOIC of social &mmitics and
sororities mqx tbac are coed.
- The fim.mitics hold their informacional mcaings ~ ~ students who arc inn:ftsud find out which
one ~an: more mmfOmble wilh.
They then hold their awn infunnaOonal and explain what is involw:d in
becoming part of their fiamnity. They

then IClld out bids and cbe rusbca haYe
write a Jetm explaining why tbey
Milt IO join and how they can bdp
ihc band. .
"An advantage to joining a evil%
&.uemity is chat it loob good 00 )'OW'
rcswnc and they are schoJanhip
opponunities,"
aid
Kristin
Pbkooka. a member of Tau Beta
Sigma.
Aila, in Kappa Kappa Psi there is
ihc opponwUty IO mYCi IO ddirmt
coUqp and le!: bow dwir band proIO

alxM3.0.
ror lhcir rush, there arc six ~
held where pcxcntial brorhc::rs, bodt
~ and fmWcs. IP IO know ocher
brochcrs.
•
"During ms meetings WC ale Uo
qumed on the fnn:rnity's bisuicY and
the Greek alphabet.• llid NSkole
BudW>ber, a membercEPbi S.- Pt
AaxMding IO Bob DudoWQ. dim;.
cor ofGreek la, ..-XS ha¥C lhorm
audans who joiq a &arr:rnity or IOmf·
ity ha¥C • higha gndawion
and
are more likdy co ay in ICbool.
·1 .... Yer)' ahy in high Cool. and
by joining cbe f~ I Wll II* It>
become more mnfidem and more
dimg CID expra1 my opiniom.• Slid
Troy Walliaim, praidenr of Phi IClfll9
Thea.
The rush procm is full of tradiDom
and team, making ach ..,.... Nib
diifamt and unique. Wbdba .....
IOcial fmmmy or miry or a lmice
oar, becoming peck o8iaa one of

'*

many ways

IO meet

di&ftor peopc

and become imolwd at E.Mms.

/Student leadership council move~ to get" fllnding for RSD8
IY lAUIA CtlfflTH

Weck 2002, ii ... dm

STAfFWltITTt

thatbcaaww.._

Student Leadcnhip Council is an organi1 zarion that brinp together ~izcd
Student Organizatiom all O¥er campus.
SLC wu formed lat yt:ar by former Vioe
Praide:ot of Studmt M&ira, Lia Flam, and
cumm Vtee Praidaat of Student M&in.
Matt ICutp.
'/tb!lr ID orpninrioa bum during Unity

worlcing out ccnain iuues.

Last ya.r, the couocil had no money to a.id
atudcot organi:wiona. ·
waa
die
"Thu ya.r we a.re looking 10 receiw addinudcnt orpniwiom •
tional alloc:atioftt,• Kulp aid. "Neu ,ar we
c::ampua.
are looking to become a 6:c funded ho.rd to
Through SOC, anjcnpn- ·
izaDon can spread MWI
dw funds 1'ill be ...u.we for tbe orp.nizaof emtts with the help of • *1 Kau
riona. Siruie the fuodt come from the teuthe other orpnit.ationa.
denu. we would be ping monq b.ck co
.
Organiwiom can
come to • meeting than.·
with problcmt or ooncans and ga help
Once the~ . .

needed......,.•

mo
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Music 'sampling'
may violate piracy
law says court
The Associated Press
NASHVILLE, Tenn. – A federal appeals court ruled
Tuesday that rap artists should pay for every musical sample included in their work – even minor, unrecognizable
snippets of music.
Lower courts had already ruled that artists must pay
when they sample another artists' work. But it has been
legal to use musical snippets – a note here, a chord there
– as long as it wasn't identifiable.
The decision by a three-judge panel of the 6th Circuit
Court of Appeals in Cincinnati gets rid of that distinction. The court said federal laws aimed at stopping piracy of recordings applies to digital sampling.
"If you cannot pirate the whole sound recording, can
you 'lift' or 'sample' something less than the whole? Our
answer to that question is in the negative," the court said.
"Get a license or do not sample. We do not see this as
stifling creativity in any significant way."
Some observers questioned whether the court's opinion is too restrictive, especially for rap and hip-hop artists
who often rhyme over samples of music taken from older
recordings.
"It seems a little extreme to me," said James Van Hook,
dean of Belmont University's Mike Curb College of
Entertainment and Music Business. "When something is
identifiable, that is the key."
The case at issue is one of at least 800 lawsuits filed in
Nashville over lifting snippets of music from older
recordings for new music.
The case centers on the NWA song "100 Miles and
Runnin," which samples a three-note guitar riff from
"Get Off Your Ass and Jam" by '70s funk-master George
Clinton and Funkadelic.
In the two-second sample, the guitar pitch has been
lowered, and the copied piece was "looped" and extended to 16 beats. The sample appears five times in the new
song.
NWA's song was included in the 1998 movie "I Got
the Hook Up," starring Master P and produced by his
movie company, No Limit Films.
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Bush’s records released

DRINK:

Show grades
as Guard pilot

tended sexual practices, which can result in sexually transmitted diseases and pregnancies, Davidson said.
Davidson also said drinking a large amount of alcoholic
beverages can result in decreased academic performance.
“The more drinks a college student drinks during the
week, the more likely he or she is to fail,” Davidson said.
“We found that a person who only drinks four drinks a
week is more likely to get an A, whereas a person who
drinks about 10 drinks a week is more likely to get an F.”
Some students believe Eastern has a binge drinking
problem and attribute the problem to Charleston’s small
size.
Naomi Brown, a senior fashion merchandising major,
said “most college students often use drinking as a social
activity and to relieve stress since there is nothing else to do
in this small town.”
Other students believe the problem occurs because students are simply looking for a way to enjoy their weekends.
“Typical college students have a lot to do during the
week, but on the weekends some students like to engage
in drinking,” Lakisha Swanigan, a senior psychology
major, said.
The counseling center is sponsoring a binge drinking
workshop titled “Are you Frank the Tank?” at 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday in the the Effingham Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.

The Associated Press
WASHINGTON – President
Bush ranked in the middle of his Air
National Guard flight class and flew
336 hours in a fighter jet before letting
his pilot status lapse and missing a key
readiness drill in 1972, according to
his flight records belatedly uncovered
Tuesday under the Freedom of
Information Act.
The Pentagon and Bush's campaign have claimed for months that all
records detailing his fighter pilot
career have been made public, but
defense officials said they found two
dozen new records detailing his training and flight logs after The
Associated Press filed a lawsuit and
submitted new requests under the
public records law.
"Previous requests from other
requesters for President Bush's
Individual Flight Records did not lead
to the discovery of these records
because at the time President Bush left
the service, flight records were subject
to retention for only 24 months and
we understood that neither the Air
Force nor the Texas Air National
Guard retained such records thereafter," the Pentagon told the AP.
"Out of an abundance of caution,"
the government "searched a file that
had been preserved in spite of this policy" and found the Bush records, the
letter said. "The Department of
Defense regrets this oversight during
the previous search efforts."
Bush's Vietnam-era service in the
Texas Air National Guard has become
an issue in the presidential campaign
as the candidates spar over who would

make the best commander in chief.
Supporters of Democratic nominee
John Kerry, a decorated Vietnam
combat veteran, have criticized Bush
for serving stateside in the National
Guard. Kerry's Republican critics
claim Kerry did not deserve some of
his five medals.
Bush has repeatedly said he is
proud of his Air National Guard service. White House spokesmen said as
late as last week the administration
knew of no other records of Bush's
military service.
"These documents confirm that the
president served honorably in the
National Guard," White House
spokeswoman Claire Buchan said
Tuesday night.
The newly released records show
Bush, a lieutenant in the Texas Air
National Guard, ranked No. 22 in a
class of 53 pilots when he finished his
flight training at Moody Air Force
Base in Georgia in 1969.
Over the next three years, he logged
326.4 hours as a pilot and an additional 9.9 hours as a co-pilot, mostly in his
the F-102A jet used to intercept enemy
aircraft. Of the 278 hours he flew in
the interceptor, about 77 hours were in
the TF-102A, the two-seat trainer version of the one-seat fighter jet.
The records show his last flight was
in April 1972, which is consistent
with pay records indicating Bush had
a large lapse of duty between April
and October of that year. Bush has
said he went to Alabama in 1972 to
work on an unsuccessful Republican
Senate campaign. Bush skipped a
required medical exam that cost him
his pilot's status in August of that year.
Bush's 2000 campaign suggested
the future president skipped his medical exam in part because the F-102A
was nearly obsolete.
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Floridians head home
despite warnings,
slowing Frances relief
The Associated Press
FORT PIERCE, Fla. – Thousands of residents desperate to return home after fleeing Hurricane Frances
ignored Florida's plea to stay put Tuesday, jamming
highways, delaying emergency workers and causing
tempers to flare in the sticky heat.
One man was so desperate for ice that he shot the
lock off a freezer. Fights broke out in some places.
Drivers waited for hours to fill up their gas tanks. More
than 1,000 cars coiled around several blocks in Stuart as
a distribution center watched over by National
Guardsmen offered water, ice and ready-to-eat meals.

See yourself CONNECTING
LEADING
EXCELLING

3D

See yourself in

delta delta delta

Make history, find your place, join Tri Delta!
If you’ve been waiting to join an organizaOn Campus Events
tion that offers immediate opportunities to fill
Sept. 9-10 Sorority Recruitment
leadership positions, create traditions and build
Open Houses
lifelong friendships wait no longer!
Sept. 22 Tri Delta Recruiting Event

4 out of 5
rubber
ducks
agree ...
Reading The Daily Eastern News can prevent boredom

Leave an amazing legacy and share a once in a
Union Effingham Room
lifetime experience building a new chapter and shaping
8pm-930 pm
its future by becoming a charter member of Delta Delta
Sept. 29 Tri Delta Recruiting Event
Delta at Eastern Illinois University.
Union Martinsville Room
Founded at Boston University in 1888, Tri Delta
8pm-930 pm
has been successfully living its purpose for more than
116 years. As a leader among women’s fraternities, tri Oct. 1 Delta Dessert Event for
Parents Weekend
Delta embraces diversity among its members and
Union Effingham Room
encourages volunteerism. Tri Delta supports Children’s
8pm-930 pm
Cancer Charities and has a partnership of the heart with
St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital. Tri Delta’s membership totals more than 222,800 women-what a great
networking opportunity! With 139 collegiate chapters
across the United States and Canada Delta Delta Delta
continues to be internationally recognized for high standards and outstanding accomplishments.

∆∆∆
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HELP WANTED
Sous Chef for 1 or 2 weekend
nights in fine dining restaurant.
Located in Paris, hours 3pmclosing. Will train, must be
dependable and hard-working.
Phone 217-465-2003.
_________________________9/6
Wait Staff person for fine dining
restaurant in Paris. Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday evening,
4pm-closing. Must be dependable and hard-working. Phone
217-465-2003.
_________________________9/6
Help
Wanted.
Property
M a i n t e n a n c e .
Construction/landscaping experience necessary. Call Eli 3453119.
_________________________9/7
LOCAL
TELEMARKETING
AGENCY ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS. $7 per hour + bonuses.
20-30
hours
per
week,
Afternoons/Evenings, Mon-Sat.
Improve your communication
skills, develop sales skills.
Professional Work Environment,
Great Resume Builder! CONSOLIDATED
MARKET
RESPONSE 700 Lincoln Ave,
Charleston. 217-639-1135.
_________________________9/7
Delivery person wanted. Apply
in person after 4 p.m. Pagliai’s
Pizza. 1600 E. Lincoln Ave,
Charleston.
________________________9/13

FOR RENT
Rooms for rent. 1/2 block from
campus, kitchen privileges. All
utilities paid. 345-3253.
________________________9/10
Efficiency close to campus all
utilities paid no smoking no pets,
call 345-3232 days,
________________________9/15
Affordable, spacious. 1 BR On
the square. $299, includes heat,
gas, water, trash. Dave 3452171. 9 am - 11 am
_________________________00
SPACIOUS 1 BEDROOM apt.
1542 4th, across from campus.
Very nice, central air, rent
includes parking + trash pick up.
No pets $490/mo. 345-7286.
Williams Rentals.
_________________________00
Large 2 bedroom apt at 111
Grant, across from Rec Center,
central air, off-street parking,
very nice. No pets. $300/mo
each for 2 people. 345-7286.
Williams Rentals.
_________________________00

FOR RENT
1
BR
furnished
w/CA,
stove/fridge, water and trash
paid. 345-5088.
_________________________00
Spacious 2 BR apt w/CA,
stove/fridge, water and trash
paid. 345-5088.
_________________________00
w w w. j w i l l i a m s r e n t a l s . c o m
CHECK US OUT FOR YOUR
NEXT APARTMENT. Leasing
now 1 & 2 bedroom units. Good
locations, nice apartments, off
street parking, trash paid. No
pets. 345-7286.
_________________________00
House close to campus for 3 to
4 students. Two bathrooms,
washer/dryer, low utilities. 3480614.
_________________________00
For Fall ‘05 1,2,and 3 bedrooms for close to campus. 4
locations to choose from. Call
345-6533
_________________________00
BUCHANAN ST. APTS: 1,2,&3
BDRM APTS AVAILABLE FOR
FALL 04-05. PLENTY OF OFF
STREET PARKING, WATER AND
TRASH INCLUDED. CALL 3451266
_________________________00
Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3
BR apts. available for second
semester. Call 345-6000
_________________________00
Newly remodeled two bedroom
apartments complexly furnished,
parking, laundry, FREE DSL Fast
internet, $490. 913 and 917 4th
St. 235-0405 or 317-3085.
_________________________00
Rooms for rent. Two guys need
three roommates. House west of
square. AC, washer, dryer. Phone
345-9665
_________________________00
Currently available a 1 bedroom
opening in a 3 bedroom apartment. apartment is furnished, on
campus, very clean, locally
owned parking and laundry
facilities included, trash paid,
currently renting to 2 females
needing a roommate please call
348-0673 and leave a message.
_________________________00

ROOMMATES

FOR SALE

Male roommate needed for 2
bedroom townhouse. W/D.
$200 per month including water
and trash. Call at 773-875-1964
or 217-512-9152
________________________9/13
Roommate needed. Fall and/or
Spring.
Own
bedroom,
washer/dryer,
DSL,
$265
Negotiable. Call Melissa 549-4673
________________________9/20

Beginning guitar lessons-instrument
provided-Charleston
Recreation Dept. 345-6897.
________________________9/14
Spring Break 20056 with STS
Americas #1 student tour operator. Call for group discounts.
Info/Reservations 1-800-6484849 www.ststravel.com
________________________9/30

Lost Nokia Cell Phone on 8-2304. Call Audra at 217-3161779. $50 Reward.
_________________________9/9

PERSONALS
ATTENTION ALL GRADUATING
SENIORS! If you are interested in a
yearbook of your senior year, and are
not sure how to pick it up, come to
the Student Publications office, room
1802 Buzzard Hall, and for only $4
we will mail you a copy in the Fall
when they are published. Call 5812812 for more information.
_________________________00

ADVERTISE YOUR BUSINESS TODAY!
581-2816

Does your life blow?

ATTENTION!

The Verge may be able to fix your wagon!
Try our
advice

People interested
in newspaper design
are invited to design for
the
Daily Eastern News!
Visit the newsroom
or call 581-2821

Email April at eiuverge@hotmail.com

Edited by Will Shortz
ACROSS
1 White House
affair, maybe

24 Neighbor of a

5 Beyond’s part-

28 Gary’s home:

ner

Vietnamese
26 Period of time

Abbr.

10 Part of Latin

101 conjugation
14 ___ Bator

16 Results may do

32 Off

17 With 33-, 36-

and 40-Across,
American born
7/28/1929
19 Press

1

50 New Deal inits.

14

53 Celebrity pho-

tographer Herb

33 See 17-Across

37 Name that’s an

popular by 17and 36-Across
feature

8

9

10

11

12

13

37

38

39

54

55

19
21

22

23

24

26

28

27

32

29

25

35

36
40

41

42

43

44
47

49

50

42 Composer/

writer Ned

63 Baseball datum
64 Part of CBS:

Abbr.

46 Most blue

23 Boating mishap

48 ___-mo

2 Mideast carrier

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
A
R
N
I
E
E
R
A
T
R
I
B

31
34

46

grps.

30

33

lioness

E A
S T
S T O
P
P R E
L E D
A P
Q U A
U T M
E E I
S S
D
T Q U
A R E
E S T

7

16

41 Modern medical 62 Lodges

40 See 17-Across

22 Actress Hayek

T H E
W A S
A L T

6

18

20

61 “Born Free”

DOWN
1 Kodak competitor

H
O
S
E

No. 0728
5

for one

45 Ages and ages

T
P L
O T I E
K I N G
E L S
S
S
P E A
C A T N
E R A J
N T
O
T
I S
A M E
E I N
T R O U
T E
R
A R
N

17

60 Laughing gas,

21 Vital

N
O
E
V
I
L

4

59 Retro phone

44 Cable inits.

I
N
H
E
R
E

3

15

went to sch.

20 Hip bone

A
S
T
R
I
D

2

57 Topper made

alphabet trio

this

49 Right hands

56 Where D.D.E.

31 Periods of time

35 Hall of Fame
the elbow to the
QB Dawson
end of the middle finger
36 See 17-Across

T
F R
E A
E Y

Plain and Simple.

LOST & FOUND

THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
IS LOOKING FOR HARD WORKING
WRITERS, DESIGNERS, PHOTOGRAPHERS
AND COPY EDITORS WHO ARE
WILLING
PLEASE
TO GET
INQUIRE:
CALL
DIRTY.
581-2812

ANOUNCEMENTS

LOST AND FOUND

ROOMMATES

Advertise
a classified ad
581 2812

SUBLESSORS

Bed Lofts, $50-$85. Desk with
book shelf, $35. 348-8214 or
345-6990. Leave message.
_________________________9/7

15 Measure from

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
starting Spring Semester. 3 bedroom cozy home. W/D, DSL,
own bedroom. Utilities included
in rent. Well kept, newly furnished. 345-0327.
________________________9/13
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3 Reserved

4 Commission’s
D M A N
task
A I S E
T R I O 5 Top-notch
E
6 Mail may be
A R T
sent in this
A C I D
7 Award for Tony
T H O S
Kushner
T E T
N
8 Like old records
N I A
9 Summer on the
G E N S
Seine
E A D S
10
Wilbur or Orville
N T E T
Wright
R E E D
E R D A 11 Florida player

45
48

51

52

53

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

Puzzle by Mark Elliot Skolsky

12 Bouquets

34 Marble feature

13 “Seduced” sen-

36 Genuflection

ator of film

37 Without a hitch

22 Cry on a hog

38 Proverbial brick39 Seagoing letters

26 “2001” main-

40 Trials

27 See red?
28 Structural mem-

bers
29 Votes in

Versailles
30 Kirsten of

“Spider-Man”

51 Dancer’s exer-

cise

load

25 During

frame

letters

points

18 Man in black?

farm

48 Angel’s favorite

41 DNA structures

52 13-Down player
54 Itar-___ news

agency

42 Granola ingredi-

ent

55 E.R. order

43 One who’s “out”
46 Any of the Fahd 57 Med. test result

ruling family
47 ___ 12 and 20

58 ___ canto
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Edwards returning to central Illinois
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BLOOMINGTON – Democratic
vice presidential nominee John
Edwards is making another campaign
swing through central Illinois Tuesday
to visit an old friend and raise money
for a ticket that polls show is lagging
less than two months from Election
Day.
Edwards is scheduled to meet
briefly with supporters Tuesday afternoon at Bloomington's airport before
heading to a private fund-raiser at the
home of fellow trial lawyer David
Dorris that is expected to draw about
200 Democrats from around the
state.
The North Carolina senator will be
making his third pass through
Bloomington in a little over a year
because of his ties with Dorris, a
Bloomington attorney who said he
met Edwards professionally years ago
and "walked away with a new friend."
"I've been around a fair number of
politicians in my life and most are one
way when the lights are on and when
the lights go off they're a totally different person ... The guy you see when
the TV camera is on is the same guy I
see," Dorris said.
Dorris hosted a similar fund-raiser
in December that brought Edwards
and classic rocker John Mellencamp
to his home in rural Downs, a few
miles southeast of Bloomington.
Dorris and his wife, Leigh Ann, have
contributed about $204,000 to
Democratic causes in the 2004 election cycle, according to federal election records.
"I'd sleep better at night if John
Edwards were president or vice president," said Dorris, who also brought
Edwards to Bloomington last year
during the senator's failed bid for the
Democratic presidential nomination.
During the invitation-only fundraiser Tuesday night, aides said
Edwards will take aim at Bush administration policies that put "the narrow
interests of the few ahead of the interests of most Americans."
Political observers expect little presidential campaigning in Illinois this
fall, given the state's solidly
Democratic reputation. Instead, they
say President Bush and Democratic
presidential candidate John Kerry will

focus on Ohio, Missouri and
other swing states in a race that
has tilted more Republican
since last week's GOP national convention.

ILLINOIS-BASED
SOLDIERS KILLED
PARIS – Two Illinois National
Guard soldiers were killed and 15 others were injured in a mortar attack on
their Baghdad compound over the
weekend, a military spokesman said
Tuesday.
The Department of Defense did
not immediately release the victims'
names, but family members identified
the dead as Sgt. Shawna Morrison of
Paris and Spc. Charles Lamb of
Martinsville.
The two members of the Parisbased
1544th
Transportation
Company died Sunday after an attack
on Logistical Base Seitz on Baghdad's
western outskirts, the military said.
"She sustained shrapnel wounds to
the head, that's what caused her
death," said Morrison's father, Rick
Morrison of Paris.
Lamb's father, Tom Lamb of
Martinsville, said he had been told
"only bits and pieces" in messages
from his son's friends.
"I can't talk about it," he said over
the phone as his voice choked with
emotion.
At the McDonald's restaurant in
Paris where Morrison's mother
worked a sign read: "In memory of
Shawna. You will be missed."
A few dozen white signs bearing
yellow ribbons and the names of
1544th soldiers – including
Morrison's – also hung on light posts
lining downtown Paris streets.
Don Furry, 57, of Paris said
Morrison worked at his convenience
store in Paris when she joined the
National Guard eight years ago.
"She was always just a happy girl,
always doing something fun and having a great time, just enjoying life,"
Furry said.
Morrison, 26, was not married.
Along with her father, she is survived
by her mother, Cindy, and 17-yearold brother, Allan, Rick Morrison
said.
Lamb, 23, is survived by his parents
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and his wife, Erin, Tom Lamb said.
Morrison and Lamb are the third
and fourth members of the 1544th to
die since being deployed to Iraq earlier this year. Sgt. Ivory Phipps, 44, of
Chicago died in a mortar attack in
March and Spc. Jeremy L. Ridlen, 23,
of Maroa was killed when a bombladen truck exploded near his convoy
on May 23.
Three other members of the unit
were seriously hurt in Sunday's attack,
and a dozen more suffered minor
injuries, said National Guard public
information officer Bud Roberts in
Springfield.
One of the injured soldiers, identified by family members as Aaron
Wernz, 26, is in critical condition at
an Army hospital in Germany. He is
suffering from shrapnel wounds to his
face, chest and abdomen, his family
said.
"He's stable," said Albert Wernz of
Marshal, the soldier's father. "They
think he will heal. They seem optimistic about his recovery."
No information was available
regarding the other injured soldiers,
although the military reported
Sunday that four had already returned
to duty.

UIC MEDICAL SCHOOL
REVAMPS ADMISSIONS
CHICAGO – The medical school
at the University of Illinois-Chicago
has approved a new admissions system to avoid violating a U.S. Supreme
Court ruling last year on affirmative
action.
UIC had assigned points to quantify the achievements – and race – of
the approximately 4,500 students
applying to the school. The system
mirrored a model used by the
University of Michigan that was ruled
unconstitutional by the high court.
Last week, officials approved a new
system that eliminates the point
advantage for students of color. There
will also be three required essays
instead of one, a more thorough
review of applications, and an assess-

ment of applicants under six
new categories.
The new criteria will not
deter minority students from
applying, and ethnic and racial
diversity will still be considered in
admissions, officials said.
"We are confident we will continue
to have a very strong record of diversity," UIC spokesman Mark Rosati
said.
Minorities made up about one-fifth
of the school's 1,200 students last
year, officials said. The UIC nursing
school has also revised its point-based
system.

UNION CAN’T AGREE WITH
STATE ON SALARIES
SPRINGFIELD – Union workers
for Secretary of State Jesse White will
return to the bargaining table this
week after White's office determined
that a contract agreement struck last
month is too costly and would mean
layoffs.
The
Service
Employees
International Union Local 73 will
meet with White's staffers Thursday
and Friday to try to reach another
agreement that retains wage increases
but sidesteps dismissals, the union
said Tuesday.
"We're going back in good faith,"
SEIU spokeswoman Joanna Misnik
said.
The secretary of state's office and
the 2,400 SEIU members who staff
driver's license facilities around Illinois
reached an agreement on a new contract Aug. 20.
Details of that agreement have not
been released.
But Misnik said disparities the
union claims exist between their
members' pay and that of those doing
similar jobs in other state agencies
were narrowed in some cases by consolidating job categories and raising
the pay.
Deputy Secretary of State Thomas
Benigno wrote the union on Friday
that after evaluating the state's offer,
"it became clear that layoffs would be
necessary to implement the agreement."
White spokesman David Druker
acknowledged that the agency was
well aware of what its budget would
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be for the coming fiscal year when it
agreed to the deal.
But he said the contract's true cost
was not immediately understood
because of the complexity of the pact
and miscommunication between the
two sides on how to interpret it.
"Upon reviewing it there were certain aspects to it that we probably
should have looked at a little closer,"
Druker said.
The union, working without a contract since June 30, had threatened a
four-day walkout in August before
reaching the tentative agreement.
Druker said a new agreement
would likely be reached by week's
end.

More on the Web
Service Employees International
Union Local 73:
www.seiu73.org

RAPPER TWISTA HURT IN
FATAL VAN CRASH
ERIE, Pa. – Chicago rapper
Twista, known for hits such as
"Slow Jamz" and "So Sexy," was
hurt in a van crash that killed a
member of his security staff, state
police said.
Twista, whose real name is Carl
Mitchell, was treated and released
from a hospital in Erie after the van
in which he was riding veered off
Interstate 90 just after 4 a.m.
Monday and rolled over in the
median, police said.
Another man in the van, Arthur
Dixon of Chicago, died after he was
taken to a hospital, authorities said.
Five other men in the van were hurt,
none seriously, police and hospital
officials said.
The van was headed from
Syracuse, N.Y., to Chicago when
the crash happened, said Erie
County Coroner Lyell Cook.
Police were investigating how the
van veered off the road in a construction zone and into the median,
where it rolled over.
A decision on whether to file
charges won't be made until at least
Wednesday, said county District
Attorney Brad Foulk, who declined
to say what caused the accident.
"It's a miracle that any of them
survived because all of them, except
for the driver, were ejected onto the
medial strip," Foulk said.
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Illinois rival to be new focus
for athletes after victory
BY TOBY WINN
STAFF WRITER

In a 78-0 opening day win versus
Nebraska, Eastern women’s rugby
started off their season in impressive
fashion. Now they are setting their
focus on playing an in-state rival in
Illinois.
It just took approximately three
minutes for the Panthers’ first score of
the game against Nebraska, a game in
which they dominated throughout
after that first score.
Eastern head coach Frank Graziano
did not expect such a lopsided victory,
but admitted that his team had been
practicing hard thus showing they
were prepared to play against
Nebraska.
During their time in practice,
before the season started, the Panthers
spent time working players at new
positions. Because different players
were returning, Graziano wanted to
find out which players could play
where, before sending them out for
their first game.
Junior
center
Stephanie
Rasmusen, after not playing last year
due to an injury, tied a single game
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“The dedication the girls show to me
through their school work and other
activities is amazing,” Graziano said.
“They are in here sometimes around
6:30 in the morning to do some extra
running, and sometimes we don’t have
room to run on the football field
because so many other athletes are
already there.”
The coach believes that behind the
scenes activity like that are examples of
what really makes up a student athlete.
Graziano also tries to recruit based
on what high school coaches and parents say about the player he is hoping
to bring into his program.
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record with four scores. She tied current teammate Nikki Ponce and
Mary Archer’s mark.
Rasmusen returned to her usual
position causing a shift for other players, but the move did not hinder the
other girls’ effort against the Corn
Huskers.
Senior center Brittany Brown
joined her teammate Rasmussen and
also got her name in the record books
with five assists against Nebraska.
Brown’s five assists broke Erin Volez’s
record of four assists which was made
in 2002.
“Stephanie (Rasmusen) was a pleasant surprise considering she was out
all year last year with nagging injuries,
“ Graziano said. “Between her,
Brittany Brown and Amanda
(Nowaczyk) it was good to see those
girls back on the field because they
gave such a boost to the team.”
With a win to start the season the
focus for the Panthers is now on
Alumni Weekend against Illinois,
which is coming up this Saturday.
“Illinois is more competitive of a
team,” Graziano said. “They are up
on the same level with us.”
Graziano noted a little history

between these two teams is included
in the match, considering each have
made a habit out of winning on the
opposing team’s home field.
“Hopefully we change the trend of
having bad luck when we play them
at home” Graziano said. “This is the
first home game (vs. Illinois) for us in
three years, but the girls have played
well at Illinois during that time,”
Graziano said.
For the seniors, this will be their last
time facing Illinois. Graziano mentioned the great leadership that the
seniors have provided has left a positive impact on the team.
But he also hopes that the team
goes out against Illinois and plays to
win in their last game against the
team.
“I hope they go out on the right
note against Illinois,” Graziano said.
“They should be motivated to beat
Illinois considering it is the last time
they will get to play them.”
The team is putting in extra time
running and trying to improve, and
gives much of the credit to the seniors
as far as motivating the rest of the
club.
Graziano is hoping that with

Based on other’s advice, Graziano
hopes to find out exactly what that person may hold in their personality that
fits the Eastern system.
“Coming into college, we know
what the girls are capable of,” Graziano
said. “That way if they start to get off
track or if their numbers might be a little low we know that there could be a
problem.
“When we know what they are capable of, we know what standards to hold
them to.”
That philosophy garnered the
women’s rugby team 11 players on the
OVC Commissioners Honor Roll.
The only other teams with a higher
total on the list were the women’s
swimming and diving team, women’s
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Alumni Weekend, the athletic Hall of
Fame Luncheon and the EIU football
game occurring all on the same day, a
few more fans will be in the stands for
their game.
“Its the right weekend to do all
this,” Graziano said. “Its placed in
between the (Hall of Fame) luncheon and before the football game, so

track and field, and women’s soccer.
“A lot of the girls look at each other
and see the other sports that may have
a higher GPA and wonder what they
have to do since they are already getting a 3.2 (GPA),” Graziano said. “But
that isn’t the right way to look at it,
instead we should just focus on how
well we are doing as a team and how
well the school is doing overall.”
A few of the other notable Panthers
who were named on the honor roll
include departed tennis star C.J. Weber
and women’s basketball senior Pam
O’Connor.
The list included more women athlete than men’s and gave a well-rounded account of the different sports at
Eastern.
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Maureen Kirby (right) runs the ball with teammates Robyn Harris (center) and
Marlise Davidson during practice at Lakeside Rugby Field. In the Panther’s
first game of the year, the team came back from Lincoln, Nebraska with a
78-0 victory over the Nebraska Cornhuskers.
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hopefully we will have quite a few
walkup fans who come and watch us
play.
“I’m sure Illinois will bring a few of
their fans with them on the road, so
we should be able to bring a few people out for us as well.”
The game this Saturday at Lakeside
Field will take place at 2 p.m.
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Besides the great game that
Romo used as a finale to the
preseason, it had been an up
and down four games for the
young quarterback.
Another highlight of his lost
some validity after Parcells
relayed to the media that
Romo’s game-winning quarterback sneak against the Oakland
Raiders was not actually the
play the head coach had called
for.
As the seconds ticked off the
clock, Parcells had called for
Romo to spike the ball, but

instead Romo took the snap and
lunged forward for the gametying touchdown, the extra
point won the game for the
Cowboys.
But, at least after the game
versus the Chiefs, Romo has put
himself into the position of
back up quarterback for one of
the most storied franchises in
NFL history.
The sight of Romo in the
Dallas home whites could
become a reality if things go his
way early on in the season.
At that point Romo would
have to prove himself on one
more level, something he seems
to be getting used to doing.
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Eastern
keeper
perfect in
return
BY DAN RENICK
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

Goalie Mike Sims is off to a great
start for the Eastern men’s soccer team
this year after sitting out last season
with a knee injury.
Sims, a redshirt freshman, has yet to
allow a goal in his two games in front
of the Eastern net this year.
He was the first Panther goalie to
record back-to-back shutouts since
Ryan Waguespack did it in 1998 and
has in recent times helped the Panthers
get off to a 2-0 start, their best since
2002. He had
four saves in the
first
game
against Butler
and five saves in
the subsequent
game
with
Northern Illinois
last Friday.
But in contrast to what
one
would
expect
from
Sims, he attributes the success
at the recent
games to the
ADAM HOWARTH,
collective
HEAD COACH
efforts of the 23

“It’s
always
tough to
rehab and
come
back and
he did
what he
needed to
do.”
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he called little more than a “glorified
time trial” as they continue to train.
The team is holding back right now
hoping to peak later in the season at
bigger meets.
Two newcomers to Eastern turned
into solid performances for the
Panthers in their first collegiate
meets. Freshman Amy LeJeune had
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Red-shirt freshman goalkeeper Mike Sims lost all of last year to a knee injury, but he’s returned to the team this season as the starter. In the Panther’s first
two games of the season, Sims has made nine saves and still has yet to allow a goal.
man-team, “Especially the four guys
in front of me (on defense).”
But before the recent victory, the
Panther goal keeper had had a strenuous season working at getting healthy.
Last fall, Sims tore the meniscus in
his right knee during the first pre-season game of the year. He was redshirted after the injury and had to pass
through rehabilitation to get the knee
back in shape.
Much to his chagrin, Sims was relegated to viewing the football games
from the sidelines.
“(Mike Sims) has come in and

done a good job for us,” Eastern men’s
soccer head coach Adam Howarth
said. “It’s always tough to rehab and
come back and he did what he needed to do.”
For Sims it wasn’t the physical work
of rehab that was the hardest for him it
was the mental strain it put him
through.
“Mental issues were the biggest barriers to overcome,” Sims said. “With a
knee injury it’s like it wasn’t getting
any better for a long time. Then it’s
like one day it turns the corner and it’s
better.”

the second best time for the Panthers
on the women’s side, finishing sixth
overall. Another freshman, Brad
Butler, showed poise in his first race
in college, Masanet said. Butler finished tenth overall and had the
fourth best time for Eastern.
“It was different than high school
because we stuck in a pack more,”
Butler said. “That’s what coach
Masanet is trying to do. Not pushing the pace early and finishing

strong.”
Masanet felt some pre-race jitters
before his first meet back at
Eastern, but said that it’ll really hit
him once they get to a bigger meet.
He also admitted that running
around during the race worked up a
little sweat.
“It was nice to put the Eastern
shirt on again as a part of the team
and not just as an alum,” Masanet
said.

Sims rejoined the team shortly
before practices resumed for the spring
season after a long six months of rehab.
Despite starting only his first collegiate game less than two weeks ago,
Sims has display grace and maturity
beyond his years.
Much of that can be attributed to
his time with the Illinois Soccer club,
one of the top-rated clubs in the state.
Sims has played with the group since
his sixth grade and enjoys national
success with the program. In 2001 his
team won the national championship
and he was awarded the Adidas Gold

Glove award.
“Doing that prepared me for the
next level,” Sims said. “It was very
demanding and very competitive.
Everyday you’re training for your
spot.”
Howarth is pleased with Sims’ leadership and presence on the field, which
the coach said, caught his eye when
recruiting Sims.
“We’re still working on (his presence) and he has to play big in the
box,” Howarth said. “He has a big part
to play and so far he has owned his
box.”

Men’s 6,000 meter race top ten

Women’s 3,000 meter race top ten

1.Matt Esche-Iowa-18:42
2.Eric MacTaggart-Iowa-18:47
3.Dan Hout-Iowa-18:50
4. Jake Stout-Eastern-18:53
5.Micah VanDenend-Iowa-19:02
6.Jef Kent-Iowa-19:09
7.Dave Carlsom-Eastern-19:11
8.Adam Roche-Iowa-19:24
9.Dan Strackeljahn-Eastern-19:51
10.Brad Butler-Eastern-20:00

1.Shannon Stanley-Iowa-10:27
2.Nikki Chapple-Iowa-10:28
3.Sarah Selby-Eastern-11:01
4.Jenni Capista-Iowa-11:27
5.Laura Spencer-Iowa-11:38
6.Amy LeJeune-Eastern-11:41
7.Amanda Schutte-Eastern-11:45
8.Kim Archer-Eastern-11:46
9.Michelle Sokol-Iowa-11:48
10.Jaylee Carr-Eastern-11:55
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Romo
comes
alive
The players who were ahead of
former Eastern quarterback Tony
Romo when the initial Dallas
Cowboy training camp depth
charts were discussed all seemed
pretty impressive, although flawed.
The Cowboys now, after their
final preseason game, have officially announced that the former
Panther golden boy is the number
two quarterback going into their
season opening game against the
Minnesota Vikings.
Romo went into the preseason
listed as the team’s number three
quarterback behind the ancient
Vinny Testaverde and the rusty
Drew Henson.
A lot of hype surrounded
Henson’s return to football after he
took a hiatus to play third base for
a New York Yankee minor league
team.
He played baseball after leaving
the University of Michigan early,
even though he was one of the
school’s most talked-about quarterbacks in recent memory. He
raised his draft status while staying
at the school, and experts predicted he could have been the number
one draft pick had he stayed in college football one more year and
entered the NFL draft.
However, after trying to knock
off the rust this preseason, Romo
came out and put together a masterful last game to put himself
ahead of the heralded former
Wolverine entering the season.
Romo went 12-14 for 141 yards
and one touchdown against the
Kansas City Chiefs in the fourth
and final game of the preseason.
In the same game, Henson didn’t complete a pass in the process of
going 0-4 with one interception,
and Testaverde only went 4-10 for
40 yards and an interception.
Now entering the season it will
be interesting to see if Romo actually receives any playing time considering the veteran starter,
Testaverde, is about as injury prone
as Chicago Bears fans remember
Chris Chandler to be.
So if Testaverde goes down to
injury early on in the season, especially if head coach Bill Parcells
doesn’t have time to gain confidence in Henson, Romo logically
is the next one in line to get the
start or at least some playing time.
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THROW
DOWN

WOMEN’S SOCCER VS DEPAUL
VOLLEYBALL AT SALUKI INVITATIONAL VS WYOMING
Women’s Rugby vs Illinois (Alumni Weekend)
Football vs Indiana State
MEN’S SOCCER AT IUPUI

Athletes top classroom
BY AARON SEIDLITZ
SPORTS EDITOR

The term student-athlete is one
that provides a balance between participating in athletics and learning at a
school for higher education.
The responsibilities are doubled for
those who go to school and also play
their chosen sport during their college
years.
The travel, team competition and
classroom responsibilities are all factors in what the life of a student-athlete encompasses.
The recognition that most of the
student-athletes receive, however,
revolves around what they do on the
field or on the court, instead of focusing on their accomplishments in the
classroom.
But for 122 student-athletes that go
to Eastern, awards were handed out to
them for their achievements in the
classroom. Eastern, as a whole, had

BETTY RALSTON

CJ WEBER

more than 20 students named to the
honor roll than the second closest
school, Samford.
“When we look at these numbers
we take pride in them,” Betty Ralston,
Assistant Athletic Director for
Compliance and Academic Services,
said. “It isn’t just grade inflation either;
we have a very smart student body
here at Eastern, and the student-athletes want to reflect the community
they are a part of.”
While the Panthers did have more
than 20 athletes on the list than any
other school in the OVC, Ralston is

quick to point out
that they also have
more athletes and
more sports than
any other OVC
school as well.
But regardless
of the overall
PAM O’CONNOR
numbers, these
awards are one
way to gauge who is fulfilling their
goals in the classroom for Eastern athletics compared to the rest of their
competition within their conference.
The honor roll consists of the athletes from each OVC school that
compete in athletics and reach the
necessary grade point average, which
is at least a 3.0.
To the administrators, the awards
showcase the work they put in with
the athletes on an individual basis; to
the coaches, it proves that the work
ethic they are trying to instill is working off the field,and to the players,

these awards prove that they are holding their own, both in the classroom
and on the playing field.
“It is a goal for us to have the athletes
meet the standards we set for them,
and these kind of results prove that we
are on our way,” Ralston said. “A lot of
the credit has to go to the coaches who
know who they are recruiting and
whether or not those players can handle the academic issues along with the
athletic issues.”
That relationship between coach
and player is something that allows
the coach some leniency in choosing
who he or she wants to represent their
team and their school.
For women’s rugby coach Frank
Graziano, the academic side of his
athletes is something he takes great
pride in. He wants academics to be
just as much of a focus for his team as
athletics are.
SEE
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Members of the men’s cross country team practice south of Charleston last week. The men opened their season Friday at the University of Iowa in a dual meet
against the host team.

‘Cats’ stumble in Iowa
BY DAN RENICK
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

Eastern’s men’s and women’s cross
country teams both lost Friday at the
University of Iowa but head coach
Geoff Masanet was pleased with his
first meet at the helm for the

Panthers.
Sophomore Sarah Selby had the
top finish of the day for the Panthers,
finishing third in the women’s 3,000
meter. Eastern’s top finish in the
men’s 6,000 meter was turned in by
junior Jake Stout who finished in a
close fourth, with less than eight sec-

onds separating him and the leader.
The final women’s score was 21-34
and the men’s was 17-41.
“Everything went as planned,”
Masanet said. “Everyone did exactly
what I wanted them to do.”
The head-to-head meet was a
relaxed atmosphere compared to

meets that will be later in the year,
Masanet said, and he didn’t turn his
runners loose, just yet. Masanet had
his teams running conservatively in
their first meet of the season , which
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